A comparison of Terylene and cotton overalls has been made in the lead-acid electric accumulator industry. Six hand pasters wore personal lead-in-air samplers for two weeks. Three of the men wore cotton overalls the first week and Terylene overalls the second; the other three men wore Terylene overalls the first week and cotton overalls the second. The mean lead-in-air concentration in the breathing zone when the men wore Terylene overalls was slightly greater than when they wore cotton overalls but the difference was not statistically significant. Significant differences of lead-in-air concentrations were found between men and between the two weeks but not between days within the weeks. The lead-in-air concentration did not increase during the week. Neither a change to Terylene overalls nor more frequent laundering of overalls should be recommended for pasters in this factory on the basis of this study.
Bloor and Dinsdale (i962) studied dust concentrations in the breathing zones of operatives in the pottery industry both in a casting shop and making earthenware. When Terylene overalls were worn in place of cotton overalls the mean dust concentrations were reduced by 66% and 34% respectively.
In the manufacture of lead-acid electric accumulator plates, a paste containing lead oxide powder is pressed into the meshes of a lead grid. Lead oxide dust is produced during this process, especially if paste spillage is allowed to dry (Dreessen, Edwards, Reinhart, Page, Webster, Armstrong, and Sayers, I94i) . As it has been suggested that Terylene overalls should be worn by lead workers, the leadin-air concentrations of hand pasters wearing both Terylene and cotton overalls have been investigated.
Method
In an electric accumulator factory employing I5 hand pasters, six, selected by the foreman, wore personal samplers' (Williams, I967) every working day (Monday to Friday) for two consecutive weeks (Fig. i) .
The personal sampler (Fig. 2) Bloor and Dinsdale (I962) . All overalls were laundered at the weekend and reissued so that the men who wore cotton the first week wore Terylene the second week and vice versa (Table) . A cotton cap, rubber apron, and rubber boots were also worn (The Electric Accumulator Regulations, I925).
One )Estimate of missing value.
Results
The Table shows the lead-in-air concentrations obtained. On five occasions the hour meter speeds and flow rates of two samplers were found to be high following the overnight charge, perhaps because the battery voltage was low during calibration the previous evening. For the purpose of the calculations it was assumed that the hour meter speed and flow rate were increased proportionately. One of these two samplers was replaced by a spare at the end of the first week. The other failed to operate on the last day and the readings on that day were lost. An estimate of the missing lead-in-air concentration was made by calculating the value that would minimize the error variance of the data.
One of the hour meter readings was rejected as the man had forgotten to switch off his sampler at dinner-break. The reading used was the mean of the other nine readings from the same man.
The number of plates pasted by each man was almost constant from day to day.
The mean lead-in-air concentration when the laundered once a week. The absence in the present study of statistically significant differences between the days within each week, with no indication of an increase in lead-in-air during the week, suggests that no reduction of the lead exposure of these hand pasters would be obtained by laundering more frequently.
Large differences in lead-in-air concentrations between men doing similar jobs are of interest. Such differences have also been observed in another survey, to be published.
Reasons for the differences between weeks (every man had a lower mean reading during the second week) are also of interest but are not known.
